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Safe-Edge Instruments
New tools for accurate and injury-free
foot care & foot treatment!
› „Safe Edge“ Design prevents from injuries Perfect for risk patients (diabetics)
› Stainless Steel, Natural Diamonds and Swiss
Precision – for successful treatment & superior
results!
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Safe-Edge Instruments
“Safe Edge” design provides utmost safety during therapies and prevents skin and nail bed from injuries.
P837T.104.052

806104179523052



Top Grinder

For a selective treatment of diseased, thickened or deformed nails:
-

On top diamond coating only
Special rounded-edge pass from top to side
No contact of grinding surface with adjacent skin
Reduced risk for injuries
Ideal for diabetics patients

Safe-Edge: round pass
without sharp edges

L = 7,0

P837S.104.055

806104147523055



Ideal for a safe therapy at nail borders and close to nail beds:
Smooth, No-grinding Top
Special rounded-edge pass from top to side
Safe treatment at border regions to skin and nail bed
No undesired skin contact
Reduced risk for injuries
Ideal for diabetics patients

Smooth, round edge,
not damaging the skin

Ø = 055

Angular edge,
may irritate, damage the skin
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Round-Edge Grinder

Safe-Edge: round pass
without sharp edges

L = 7,0
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Side Grinder

Ø = 052

806104157523055

The perfect addition for skin removal, grinding and smoothing:
-

Round edge on pass from top to side
Safe treatment
Perfect for scarf skin and nail surfaces

Recommended Rotation speed:

Ø = 055

5.000 - 10.000 min-1

We recommend a decrease in rotation speed during dry use and or risk-patients in order to prevent from temperature increase.
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JOTA AG Rotary Instruments
Hirschensprungstrasse 2, 9464 Rüthi, Switzerland
Phone +41 (0)71 767 79 99, Fax +41 (0)71 767 79 97
SWITZERLAND
info@jota.ch, www.jota.ch
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